**weekdays**

**Breakfast of Champions** (6–9, a)

The world's best breakfast show with the best team of morning air-traffic controllers. Ready to guide you through your day, this show features the best in music and news to get your day started right.

**Talking to the Dead** (9–11, a)

Join us for an exploration of the afterlife, examining current events on air, with no expertise somewhat clueless about the world. Join us as we discuss the latest developments in democracy, human rights, and other idealistic topics. The show features interviews with leading experts, live performances by Brother Wayne, Christopher Vyce, Alex McNeil, or Lawrence Baté.

**WMBR Nightly News** (5:30–6, a)

A nightly news show covering the local, national, and international news of the day. The show is hosted by Leanne Galanek and features interviews with local news experts and reporters.

**Azrin** (6–7, a)

A show that focuses on the world of paranormal and supernatural phenomena. The show features interviews with experts in the field and探讨s various topics related to the unknown.

**Proving you can be a libation, enjoying love's vibes:**

This segment focuses on exploring the world of love and relationships, featuring interviews with experts in the field and discussions about the complexities of human connection.

**Radio Ninja** (7–8, a)

A show that focuses on exploring the world of art and culture, featuring interviews with artists and cultural experts.

**Bats in the Belfry** (8–9, a)

A show that focuses on exploring the world of mythology and folklore, featuring interviews with experts in the field and discussions about various myths and legends.

**Nebulosity** (9–10, a)

A show that focuses on exploring the world of space and astronomy, featuring interviews with experts in the field and discussions about various aspects of the universe.

**Tender Tunes** (10–11, a)

A show that focuses on exploring the world of music and culture, featuring interviews with musicians and cultural experts.

**Radio Ninja** (11–12, a)

A show that focuses on exploring the world of music and culture, featuring interviews with musicians and cultural experts.

**Sound and Fury** (12–1, a)

A show that focuses on exploring the world of music and culture, featuring interviews with musicians and cultural experts.
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Jamey Johnson! Rock & Roll is what you need. The Paradox Box
a back road with the windows down.

Country music, rock music, and country rock appeared back in the '50s, '60s, '70s, or '80s. or beyond, playing the hits (and misses) as they survey or countdown from somewhere in the US. Each week, Modern country that takes you on a trip down the hillbilly hidden in us all....

Lost Highway
What part of cat do you pay attention to when it's a cat, b) IT'S A CAT, c) what part of cat do you lure it into the room where the Death Car is parked? Sirens blaring indie pop to show it the added value ofodeled siren siren siren.

A Saturday afternoon creature quintuple play the classics you know and love and chickens.
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